Brain connectivity changes during ictal aggression (a strangulation attempt)
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ABSTRACT – Ictal aggressive behaviour is a rare manifestation of focal seizures. We report an episode of ictal aggression occurring during an intracerebrally recorded seizure (using stereoelectroencephalography) in a patient with drug-resistant temporal lobe epilepsy. Aggression occurred during the last part of the seizure and was coincident with marked EEG slowing of the frontal regions and persistent ictal activity in the medial temporal lobe. A functional connectivity study (h² estimation of interdependencies) showed a bilateral massive hypersynchronization between frontal and temporal regions. This case illustrates the occurrence of aggression during imbalance between the electrical activity in the temporal limbic cortex and prefrontal cortex, in agreement with the current neurobiological theories of aggression.
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Minor episodes of aggression are relatively common in patients with epilepsy but they are probably no more frequent than in populations with social disadvantages or brain damage (Rantakallio et al., 1992; Grafman et al., 1996; Treiman, 1999; Tebartz Van Elst et al., 2001; Fazel et al., 2011; Piazzini et al., 2012). Three different forms of aggressive behaviours have been described in epileptic patients on the basis of their temporal relationship with seizures: interictal, post-ictal, and ictal (Tassinari et al., 2005a; Bronsard and Bartolomei, 2013). Of these, postictal aggression, while the patient is in a confused state, is likely to be the most prevalent. However, reported cases with good quality video-EEG recording are rare (Tassinari et al., 2005a) and as a result, it may be difficult to distinguish between true semiological seizure phenomena and postictal confusional behaviour. In seizures affecting brain regions involved in emotion processing, ictal or postictal aggressive behaviour may occur. Defensive-like behaviour can be
observed, particularly during the immediate postictal period, in which the patient is often confused and in an altered mood state (Delgado-Escueda et al., 1981). In this context, aggressive behaviour is often related to minimally unpleasant stimulation or attempts to restrain the patient (Tassinari et al., 2005). This phenomenon is rare and has been generally classified as a defensive/aggressive behaviour, related to the interaction between the patient and the caregivers (i.e. nurse during video-EEG monitoring) (Bronsard and Bartolomei, 2013). It is generally thought that the aggressive behaviour is not usually truly dangerous. More serious offences can occur during postictal psychosis, but the clinical picture is close to premeditated/predatory aggression (Kanemoto et al., 2010). The current view of the neurobiology of aggressive behaviour is based on a model of an imbalance between regulatory regions (essentially prefrontal) and regions engaged in emotional and behavioural responses (amygdala, hypothalamus, and brain stem) (Siever, 2008; Rosell and Siever, 2015). Such a scheme has been proposed for seizures associated with the emergence of stereotyped emotional abnormal behaviour, such as rage or aggression (Bartolomei et al., 2005, Tassinari et al., 2005a, 2005b).

Ictal semiology does not depend on the involvement of a unique region but appears to be related to the involvement of a set of regions within specific anatomical systems (Bartolomei et al., 2013). This is particularly true for complex ictal behaviours that necessarily depend upon altered dynamics within widely distributed, rather than focal or regional, neural networks. In this way, considering large-scale network involvement during seizure evolution is a way to investigate the emergence of clinical patterns during seizures. Thus, the study of functional connectivity during seizures has been proposed in the past to be used to quantify the tempo-spatial changes in network properties (Bartolomei et al., 2013).

In the present study, we report a case in which, during one recorded seizures, we observed violent behaviour, clearly occurring during the ictal phase, culminating in an aggressive act with a strangulation attempt. We describe both SEEG aspects and intracerebral EEG connectivity changes. During the aggressive behaviour part of the seizure, major changes in functional connectivity (FC) occurred between frontal and temporal regions.

Case study

A 33-year-old male patient underwent presurgical evaluation for his drug-resistant epilepsy in our epilepsy unit. He had had an encephalitic illness at the age 21, presenting with fever and recurrent seizures in the acute phase. He was treated at this time with acyclovir IV and amoxicillin, and outcome was finally favourable with no neurological or significant cognitive deficit. Seizures developed six months later and were resistant to antiepileptic drugs. Non-invasive presurgical evaluation led to the recording of prominent left side fronto-temporal seizures. Psychiatric evaluation did not reveal major personality disorder or an anxio-depressive state. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) did not show any structural abnormality. Intracerebral EEG (stereoencephalography [SEEG]) was subsequently performed for presurgical evaluation. Ten electrodes were placed in brain regions according to hypotheses regarding seizure onset and propagation (mainly the tempo-ro-frontal left side), including the right and left tempo-ro-frontal cortices (figure 1A).

Connectivity analysis

Interdependencies between SEEG signals were estimated with Anywave software (Colombet et al., 2015) which computes a pairwise non-linear regression analysis based on the $h^2$ coefficient. In summary, a piecewise linear regression is performed between each pair of signals, testing all the shifts of one signal relative to the other within a maximum lag. The $h^2$ is the coefficient of determination that measures the goodness of fit of the non-linear regression. The $h^2$ is bounded between 0 (no correlation) and 1 (maximal correlation) (Wendling and Bartolomei, 2001). We used a sliding window of four seconds with an overlap of two seconds, and a maximum delay between signals of 100 ms.

Signals were filtered using the Anywave software (Colombet et al., 2015) available at http://meg.univ-amu.fr/wiki/AnyWave, with Butterworth filters of order 4. We used only a 0.5-Hz high-pass filter for all the analyses.

Graph measures

For all the selected channels (each channel being a bipolar derivation), we computed all the pairwise $h^2$ values. Between two channels, we selected the higher $h2$ value between chan1-> chan2 and chan2-> chan1. We thus obtained connectivity graphs, with each channel representing a node of the graph, and $h2$ values the strength of the link between two nodes. We summarized the connectivity graphs with two related graph measures. The first measure, node degrees, first involves thresholding the graphs, and then counting the number of significant links between a given node and the rest of the graph. This has the advantage of removing the links with low connectivity.
The threshold was set empirically to 0.25. The second measure, node strength, consists of the mean h2 between one node and all the other nodes. It has the advantage of not relying on a threshold that can be difficult to tune.

Statistical analysis

Node degrees and connectivity strength were compared between a period preceding seizure onset (background and, in particular, the seizure onset) and the period in which the aggression occurred (end of seizure). A comparison was performed using a Wilcoxon non-parametric paired test and a Bonferroni correction was applied.

Video-SEEG and intracerebral EEG connectivity

During video-SEEG monitoring (after partial reduction of antiepileptic drugs), 10 seizures were recorded. Eight seizures started in the right lateral temporal cortex and two on the left side involving the temporal regions. One episode of ictal aggression was recorded during a left-sided seizure. The seizure began habitually in clinical terms, characterized by loss of contact and mild gestural automatisms. During the course of the seizure (one minute after the onset), a nurse arrived in the room and interacted verbally with the patient in order to carry out the usual ictal examination protocol. At this moment, the patient became
aggressive, showing combative behaviour with groaning, swearing, and threatening the nurse with his fist. Despite verbal reassurance, the patient then grabbed the nurse and attempted to strangle her (figure 1B). After several seconds and thanks to the intervention of another nurse, the patient stopped and finally returned to his bed. After the seizure, the patient was completely amnesic for the episode.

Electro-anatomo-clinical correlations for this seizure are shown in figure 1. The seizure started from the left temporal region (lateral and medial parts), becoming rapidly bilateral and spreading to the prefrontal cortex. Aggressive behaviour coincided with marked slowing of bilateral frontal region activity occurring in the last part of the seizure and was associated with the persistence of ictal activity under the form of burst activities in the right medial temporal lobe (in particular, the medial contacts of electrodes B which were used to investigate the anterior hippocampus/amygdala region).

A connectivity study (figure 2B) was performed between 18 bipolar derivations, recording different brain areas, including the two temporal regions and the left prefrontal cortex. This analysis revealed that seizure onset was associated with connectivity changes (an increase) limited to the left temporal regions. The global connectivity was not significantly changed (figure 2A) at seizure onset (p=0.8), but largely increased at seizure end (p<0.0001). During the aggressive phase (end part of the seizure), a massive change, characterized by increased connectivity, was indeed observed bilaterally, affecting most of the recorded connections between frontal and temporal regions. This hypersynchrony was observed in most of the studied regions, both in terms of strength of connectivity and degrees (figure 2D). We also performed the same analysis during a second temporal seizure for the same patient, starting from the left temporal cortex. In this seizure, despite the same examination by the nurse, no aggression occurred. This seizure started from the left
Figure 3. Changes in connectivity during a left side-onset temporal seizure without aggressive behaviour. These are illustrated on a 3D mesh of the MRI with the position of electrodes and graphs thresholded ($h^2=0.25$). Colour scale indicates $h^2$ values.

Discussion

We report here seizure-related aggressive behaviour that clearly occurred during the ictal phase of a temporo-frontal seizure, recorded using intracerebral electrodes. The clinical changes observed in our case can be classified as defensive/aggressive ictal behaviour, triggered by the verbal interaction between nurse and patient. However, this was associated with a severe aggressive act (strangulation attempt) which is fairly unusual in this context. In agreement with previous reported cases, our patient had seizures involving the temporo-frontal cortices (Tassinari et al., 2005a; Bronsard and Bartolomei, 2013). The failure of “top-down” control systems in the prefrontal cortex to modulate aggressive acts (with a possible triggering stimulus) appears to play an important role in aggressive behaviour (Davidson et al., 2000; Siever, 2008). An imbalance between prefrontal regulatory influences and hyper-responsivity of the amygdala and other limbic regions involved in affective evaluation is a putative mechanism of aggressive human behaviour (Siever, 2008). The observations in the present case could fit well with this model, since the patient’s aggressive behaviour was concomitant with persistent epileptic activity in the limbic system (internal temporal region...
including the amygdala) and massive slowing of cortical prefrontal regions. Connectivity analysis showed that the brain regions investigated, particularly the frontal-temporal connections, were engaged in massive abnormal hypersynchrony. It could be hypothesized that this pathological hypersynchronous state would lead to a breakdown of normal regulatory function of the cortical regions. Similar patterns of long-range hypersynchronous activity changes have been correlated with ictal altered consciousness, in line with the theory that seizure-related hypersynchrony disrupts the “global workspace of consciousness” (Bartolomei and Naccache, 2011). Changes in connectivity between amygdala/mesial temporal regions and the frontal lobes have been described in seizures, including profound alterations in emotional behaviour such as screaming, agitation, and facial expression of terror (Bartolomei et al., 2005). Some of these clinical symptoms have been interpreted as the emergence of “archaic” or innate motor repertoires (Tassinari et al., 2005b), in which impaired higher cortical control would allow “pre-programmed” and essentially sub-cortically organised motor behaviours to be inappropriately expressed or “released”. This idea of hierarchical control of behaviour can indeed be traced back to Hughlings Jackson (Jackson, 1931). In this context, aggressive behaviour, such as biting, is an interesting finding observed in some patients during seizures (Bartolomei et al., 2002; Tassinari et al., 2005a) that may indeed reflect the stimulation of an innate program because of its similarity to animal behaviours (Tassinari et al., 2005a).

In conclusion, our case is a rare report of intracerebrally recorded ictal aggressive behaviour associated with altered network dynamics within fronto-limbic circuits. Clearly, no firm conclusions can be drawn from analysis of a single seizure, in terms of whether the observed dysfunction within these networks might have an eventual causal role or not. However, the rarity of the observation appears to merit discussion. Current methods of signal analysis of intracerebrally recorded seizures allow estimation of network dynamics correlated with evolving clinical signs, with notably high temporal resolution in comparison to other methods, such as functional MRI. The electrical data obtained is entirely dependent on the recording sites selected according to clinical indication for presurgical evaluation. As such, the vast majority of available data in seizure anatomo-electrical clinical correlation are taken from small-volume samples of cortical and/or limbic structures, albeit precisely defined anatomically and chosen in order to logically sample known networks. Understanding of the neural basis of complex ictal behaviours remains extremely elusive and it can be imagined that in order to make progress in this area, current methods would need to be combined with means of studying dynamic change within more widespread networks, including multiple subcortical structures. □
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Summary didactic slides are available on the www.epilepticdisorders.com website.
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**TEST YOURSELF**

1. What is the main form of aggression that may be observed during a temporal or temporo-frontal seizure?

2. Defensive aggressive behaviour is considered as failure of “top-down” control systems in the prefrontal cortex to modulate aggressive acts. As a consequence, which key structure of the brain could be hyperactive?

*Note: Reading the manuscript provides an answer to all questions. Correct answers may be accessed on the website, www.epilepticdisorders.com, under the section “The EpiCentre”.*